
Ha Noi, Vietnam K I E U  M A N H  DU N G
Github: github.com/AdvMaple Website: advmaple.xyz LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/advmaple

WORK EXPERIENCE

Software Engineer Tinasoft Vietnam JSC.
 Developed and maintained software for clients and internal teams. Deployed software on-premises and on AWS.
 Collaborated with cross-functional teams to build software, assigning and delegating tasks to team members, and 

organizing client meetings for clarification and coordination.
 Researched new technologies to enhance the team's capabilities and company processes, focusing on areas such as 

cyber security, workflow efficiency, and development operations.
 Assisted colleagues with problem-solving and shared knowledge during company training sessions.

Achievements:
 Contributed to over 10 software projects utilizing various technologies.
 Reseached and recommended using LLM to improve UX, reducing user actions from 6 to 2.

Localization Project Lead Movie Fansub Team
 Manged movie and TV series translation, ensuring the high quality using Aegisub
 Reseached and applied new technology and workflow to ensure high team through put
 Developed and maintain internal tool/website
 Assigned and delegate team mate to appropriate film genre and support their work
 Managed team fanpage and enaged with viewer to receive feedback to improve quality

Achievements:
 Finished over 40 projects
 Led one of the fastest team in Vietnam, delivering each episode in Vietnam with quality.

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Science
Post and Telecommunication

Institute of Technology
 Major in Electionic and Telecommunication.
 Successfully completed projects in computer networking, demonstrating a practical understanding of network 

protocols and configurations.
 Organized study group and teaching others programming and solve difficult problem

Notable: Actively contributed to building a supportive learning community through study groups and knowledge-sharing 
initiatives.

TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE

Notable Projects 
 Banking App – Tech: React, React Native, TypeScript – Team size: 50

◦ Built React Native application for open banking. Allow user to create their banking app within 20 minutes.
◦ Worked with a global team, using Jira to manages tasks and Scrum methodology
◦ Built shared component for other team member
◦ Setup Jest testing, apprriate mocking for intergration and unit testing
◦ Feature handled: Chat Support with SaleForce intergration; Saving Pot feature; Jest Testing base building

 Logistic App – Tech: React, TypeScript, Redux – Team size: 17
◦ Built React Native application and React web application for B2B Logistic, connecting vehicle vender and 

product vender for delivery
◦ Broke down tasks and manage a team of 10 Frontend Engineer
◦ Utilized Figma and Jira to manages team. Innovate on using Figma as documentation.

 Crypto News Aggregator – Tech: NextJS, NestJS, TypeScript, ElasticSearch, React, React Native – Teamsize: 14
◦ Used React Native to built app, NextJS for web and NestJS for backend
◦ Collaborated with a team to create crawlers for over 15 news sources, integrated with ElasticSearch and 

Tensorflow. The collected data powered recommendation AI and a robust search engine.
◦ Spearheaded the development of NFT features.

Languages and Technologies

 JavaScript, TypeScript, Python, SQL, Java, PHP, C, C++, Bash
 React, React Native, NextJS, NestJS, Spring
 Linux, Docker, AWS, Postgres, MySQL, MongoDB, Redis, Kafka, RabbitMQ, Blockchain, Jest
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